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P.S.A. ELECTION RETURNS ANNOUNCED
EVERYONE INVITED TO

c. 0. P. WORLD ASSEMBLY
PAY HERE SATURDAY

Vol. 40

S. C.

PACIFIC

VETERANS HOLD PUBLIC
SADIE HAWKINS DANCE
NEXT WEEK-END, JUNE I

College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

GENERAL
A.
COMMITTEE

For Pres. James, Gosling
Run-off; Re-Vote Tues.
WORLD ASSEMBLY OF
PEACE PARLIAMENT
SPONSORED BY SCA

Pictured above are the members of the S.C.A. working committee for
Hie Pacific Peace Parliament.

C. O. P. World Assembly Day
Looms Tomorrow on Campus

Vice-Pres., Secretary in 2nd Vote:
Art Carfagni Elected Treasurer

-• Results of the P.S.A. elections
8:45—Opening Address by Dr.
held yesterday were announced of
Noel J. Breed, 1st Congrega SENIOR PROM TO ficially at 10:30 p. m. last night by
tional .Church.
BE HELD JUNE 9 Election Committee head Char
9:00 to 12:00—Presentation of
lotte Mercereau. As no majority
Resolutions by various prob
It's final, yes there is to be a vote was established for the of
lem area councils. John Senior Prom this year, sponsored fices of president, vice-president
Dennis presiding.
jointly by the Junior Class and and secretary a re-vote win be
12:00 to 1:00—Lunch by reser the Pacific Student Association. held next Tuesday from 8 to 5 p.
vation at the SCA.
The date is June 9, and will be m. in the Bond Booth.
1:00 to 2:00—Resumption of formal.
Janet James and Janice Gosling
meetings of the problem area
will vie for the presidency, LitaCOMMITTEE
councils.
frances Darwin and Reino Dalben
A steering committee consist being eliminated in the first bal
2:00 to 6:00 — Parliamentary
Debate based on the resolu ing of June Wilde, vice prexy of lot. Mary Jane Yardly and Bea
tions and amendments. Vot the PSA; Julio Harris, frosh vice trice Berlander will again be bal
pres.; Charlotte Mercerau, vice loted upon for vice-president.
ing.
6:00 to 7:00—Buffet dinner pres. of the sophs; Betty Lou There will be a run-off between
Cooper, same of the juniors; Don Beverly Byrne and Genevieve
by invitation at SCA.
7:00 to 12:00—"Pirate Prance" Ambler, co-boss of the seniors; Jones for secretary. Art Carfag
and Art Carfagni, junior class ni received a majority vote and is
in street in front of SCA.
prexy has been set up, and from the new treasurer for next year.
this group other groups will be
Members-at-large of the Execu
chosen should the need arise.
tive Committee as elected yester
COP Scholarships
day included A1 Kolb (Incumbent),
BAND
There will definitely be a live Becky Roset, Marilyn Dow, Don
All applications for COP
scholarships should be left orchestra—a good one. Admis Swift, and Marie Arblos.
with Mrs. Grove in President sion will be by PSA card, or The publications committee conKnoles' office before June 1. should either member of the sists of Mary Flaa, Roger Starr,
Applications may also be ob couple possess this billet to en Don Blake, Kathy Malmquist, and
joyment, a bid may be bought at Earlene Waters, chairman.
tained in her office.
the low price of $1.10.

Tomorrow is the long touted World Assembly Day of the Pacific
Peace Parliament—the product of two months of hard, but interest
ing work, under the sponsorship of the S. C. A.
-• Here is the plan once more of
the parliament. The entire forum
is sub-divided into six problem
area councils, this differentation
being based on the six most press
ing problems in today's society.
They are as follows: (1) Building
By ART CARFAGNI
a World Organization; (2) Minor
Remember, tomorrow is the ities; (3) Subject Peoples; (4) Mil
ong awaited for World Assembly itary Powers; (5) Treatment of
Day sponsored by the Pacific Conquered and/or Liberated Peo
Peace Parliament. Doors open ples; and (6) Raising Living Stan PACIFICITES HEAR ROCKEFELLER, ,
it nine o'clock and will remain so dards. Each of these is further
intil five. Come and see a model sub-divided into sections, built up WARREN, DELEGATES AT S. F.
JNCIO working right here on at the discretion of the chairman
Nelson Rockefeller, Earl Warren, Galo Plaza, Dr. T. F. Newton,
and co-chairman who lead each
:he campus. You can't lose!
council. Thus a not too burden and Senora Adela Santacilia were only a few of the notable delegates
iVORK
some, but still efficient organiza from the San Francisco Peace Conference, to speak to press repre•sentatives from the various col
For the last two and a half tion is established.
leges, at the Press Club last Sun
nonths, the 115 plus members,
Sadie Hawkins Day day noon. Pacific was represented
)oth faculty and student, have PUBLIC
Each of the above councils has
by Nancy Deming, Ben Holt, and
>een putting their all into this
Marilyn Busiager.
dea. Its goal is to put forth a since May 2 been staging public Hits Campus June 1
jeace plan by which it is felt a discussions, that is, open to the
Gather ye al 'round, fer wunce GOV. WARREN
var-free world can exist. To ac- public, and these have been quite
Governor Earl Warren led off
ugen
therz ta be a Sadie Haw
:omplish this, the forum has been well received, many informative
kins Dance on the campus. Yep, the speakers by emphasizing Cali
discussions
having
arisen.
Now
livided into six pressing problem
on June 1, there will be a day of fornia's role in the postwar re
ireas. These are mentioned in this entire effort is to be culmi
activities followed by the big Sa habilitation plans. He pointed out
nated
by
World
Assembly
Day
to
he next news article so that it is
morrow, beginning at nine o'clock die Hawkins Dance that evening, that, whereas the Eastern States
vasteful to go into them again.
and lasting until five. It is hoped with a real live band. Yep, it's ta will revert to their peace-time in
JOALS
that at this mass meeting a plan be the Stawktun Feeld Bayund. dustries, California will be left
Dasie Mae Scraggs, pictured in to develop her vast resources into
While the immediate goal is the for the future world, based on all
letting up of this world plan, the group findings will be published. the next column, sez, "ahs sho new types of manufacturing in
ong range goal is the stimulation Every angle contributing to this gwine ta be there. I'll get me a terests. It is his hope, that these
>f the thought of the student future peace has been well stud man this time—L'il Abner or not." new industries will absorb the
Quake men when you hear this working people who originally
>ody. Even if nothing much is ied.
determined uttering by Mile. came here to work in war plants
iccomplished, thought and thinkng will have been provoked and you can't lose by coming in—even Scraggs, the belle of Dawgpatch. and who do not intend to return
Remember, men cannot ask to their native states.
t is only by thinking that we can if just for a few minutes.
girls—but they must be caught
'ace the rigors of the coming LUCK
CANADIAN
)eace and acquit ourselves well.
With these words, we wish the by the fleet footed females if they
Dr. T. F. Newton, Chairman of
members of the Parliament all want to go to the dance. The race the United Nations Executive
PROGRAM
is to be held at 1630 (4:30 to har
The program for tomorrow the luck in the world and hope ried civilians) in front of the Committee in Canada, following
akes in representation of plans, that you attain your immediate SCA. Men will be on their knees, Governor Warren, stressed the
irgumentation, amendments to goal—all the while knowing you the usual pose for those pleading fact that nations henceforth must
he original proposals. There will have successfully performed your for mercy, and the women will develop globel perspective, and
(Continued on page 4)
>e lively discussion and many mission on campus. Yes, people irun upright.
deas will be presented. Truly, have thought—and quite a bit.
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Scholarships Given
The California Congress of
Parents and Teachers has es
tablished a scholarship fund
of $50,000 for teacher educa
tion. Thirty-five scholarships
of $300 a year each are avail
able for students who are grad
uates of high school or attend
ing junior college or college
if they plan to teach in the
public elementary schools of
California.
In addition there will be
thirty scholarships of $100
each for the emergency short
term teacher education course
open to college students of
junior standing or above. The
College of the Pacific is plan
ning to offer such a course
this summer. Students to be
eligible for this emergency
short term training must be
assured of a Job by a Superin
tendent of Schools prior to tak
ing the training.
Any students interested
should see Dr. Jantzen. Dean
of Education of the College of
the Pacific. For more details
regarding the scholarship stu
dents should see Mr. Windmiller, Registrar of the Stock
ton Junior College.
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THE LEGAL FLUX
There's nothing new about democracy. Plato wrote vig
orous criticisms of the democracy of his day and as an al
ternative, designed his Republic. Plato reasoned that since
the ordinary man was primarily a creature of mundane de
sire, he could take no part in government. The laws, said
the student of Socrates, should be made by an aristocracy ot
wisdom.
None of us feels that our democracy functions in the
same rule of mob method which decayed the people's rule
in Greece. There is a nice balance between our rights and
our responsibilities that gives us the volition to make our
laws and the morals to obey them. The principles of our
constitution remain ethically sound and they should con
tinue to guide our thinking. But methods of adhering to
principles may vary. The way in which a child nation, cling
ing to the Eastern seaboard, effected democracy might pos
sibly be different from the legal machiney of a sprawling
giant who guides the earth.
Our present critical controversies involve two political
problems which have arisen as a result of the natural growth
of our nation. There is doubt that the party machines are
manufacturing the best leaders and there is doubt that the
people are being accurately represented. A showdown will
result if these doubts should crystallize into the knowledge
that our methods of practicing government are not produc
ing a morally correct democracy. We can prevent rash
changes by taking stock of our situation and promoting a
graceful change to more efficient interpretation of self-rule.
A tender and vital area of change is the suggestion for
a system of political education based on merit. Such a sys
tem would provide more qualified candidates for office and,
in general, would raise the social standards of politics. Aca
demic preparation for governmental duties leads to a sec
ond idea for improvement. Suppose that there were five
persons of proven quality, eligible by a competitive process,
for a public office. If each candidate were obligated to ex
press his opinions on current political problems and these
expressions were to reach every voter by means of the gov
ernment printing office then the public could select the per
son who most nearly voiced the common desire. An arrange
ment such as this would result in the effective coordination
of public demand in this task of ruling ourselves. It is hard
to imagine the power of a coordinated giant in this awk
ward world of graft.
By Perry Broz

Outside the City Hall in San Francisco is a statue of
Lincoln by Haig Patigian, noted California sculptor.

Belgium has more waterways than any other country
in Europe.
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Dream of Future POST MORTEM
By ART CARFAGNI
Streamline COP The American radio is a marvelous institution, both, scientifi
and culturally. It brightens
In Modern Dress cally
dull evenings, sweetens sour
"Pacific will go modern!" en
thusiastically declared
Harry
Pitchen, famous architect, whose
revolutionary plans for a new,
streamlined campus are being
considered by the Board of Trus
tees.
In a recent secret interview at
tended by 104 prominent mem
bers of the A.W.S., S.C.A., P.S.A.,
and O.P.U. Pitchen revealed that
his amazing plans calls for a com
plete revamping of the present
campus layout, ranging from the
total destruction of the science
building to the establishment of
a snack bar in the library.

stomachs, and solves man s every
ill from the dombie itch to the
galloping twitch. But beside these
beneficial values, there is much
to be said on the other side. Lis
ten . . . .

By BEN HOLT

Mr. Noah Webster says that
a synomym is "One of two or more
KWAK
*
words having the same or nearly
You are happy, your intestine 1 the same essential meaning" so
is not acting up, and you are not | wben we say that Play Day is
twitching all over. You settle synonymous with success, you
down for a quiet evening listening will know what we mean. How
to your favorite station, KWAK; ever success is what it was First,
a variety program is going to the planning committees got busy
hit the ether soon.
(and I really mean the word in
The announcer starts: "the the most literal sense) to have
makers of Autopso, the cold tab- everything run like clock-work.
let that is guaranteed to kill the , ^n(j second, everybody got out
cold of course—bring you Blue Saturday, let their hair down,
Tess, the story of a female who got into the swing of things, and
dropped a stitch while knitting really had a good time.
her husband's sweater and who
The dance went over big, de
has been dropping them ever spite the lack of a band, in fact,
since. But first a word from our so much fun was had by all that
sponsor."
even ED MEYERS and BETTY
HANSEN were talking to each
SHUDDER
Voice: "Friends, (you shudder other in civil tones and calm
as if pre-warned) do you suffer > voices.

"It's like this," Pitchen giggled
from beneath a pile of plans, "the
first step is to abolish all classes
except music appreciation. This
will be held daily in Anderson
Hall, which is to be unrecogniz
ably remodeled. Persians car
pets are to cover the floor, soft
sofas will be installed, and dar
ing Varga vibrators are to be
substituted for those pictures now
on the walls. The entire Hall is from Twitchell's twitch? Are you up AND AX THEM
to be decorated in a mad pattern a walking conga line? Do you go . Saturday morning really startof tutti-frutti gremlins and char- jumpety-jump? Eh, you do—well, | ed over at Men's Hall in a manner
truse hippopotimi. Those stu well, well. How fortunate—for our j tba1; was the keynote to the entire
dents not wishing to listen to the product of course. (During this day_ jt seems that some of the
dreamy music may have access to you can't help but notice your | boys were trying to get the
a large collection of risque novels, left arm begin to jump and the weP earned and much needed r<
many of which are from Hollis right side of your face move now I whiie outside another group of
Hayward's private collection. As and then). Then too do you hear fenows were "calmly" discussing
a final touch, charming hostesses lions roar, does your stomach tbe pians of the day. The fellows
will periodically circulate among I rumble, (you hear a rumbling jnside had civily asked the felkr ,s
the students with refreshments." I noise, you begin to sweat) do you jn the street to shut their big
Continuing, Pitchen pointed out have hot and cold flashes, do you traps so peace and quiet could
that the Conservatory will be breathe? You do, eh, well, well. rejn A11 0f a sudden the noise
transformed into a Boggie-Woog- (You can't help but notice you of running on the stairs shattered
ie Playdium, with nightly enter are breathing). Well, if you have the air and Sherman's Army, or
tainment offered by illustrious those above symptoms you are what sounded like Sherman's
suffering from schizophrenia of Army marched through Men's
musicians from Skid Row.
the left great toe, a malady clear- jjall Annex,
Comfortable benches are to be
ed up only by Autopso, our guar-1 For artillery they used matplaced unsparingly about the
anteed cure-all. Autopso is sold tresses and for rifle fire they
grounds, and street lamps will be
in all packages, the two ounce use(J pillowS) but the end results
dimmed at night.
child size and the handy, money- were the same—HAVOCK—The
Cigarette machines are to be saving sixteen ton economy pack- onJy one not effected by the raid
provided in all buildings on cam age. Get it at once, and remember was "(jreek" Devanos who was
pus.
to make your torso feel topso, dumped; with his blankets and
For V-12'ers, dungerees will be try Autopso, sold under a money mattress under the bed, where
the uniform of the day, and pro back guarantee. For any ques-'he conti'nUed his uninterrupted
bation and restriction will be un tions write to the Autopso Co., Igleep untjl someone yelled, "Hey,
known, as all will automatically Dismal Seepage, 16, Kansas. A look at the smooth looking blonde
receive A's in music app.
free booklet entitled "I was a out in front."
Pitchen terminated his secret Goner before Autopso" will be
HERO OF WEEK
interivew with an hour speech sent to you."
My name is Freddy for Im
lauding the life of leisure. Then,
DEAD
always
ready. The badge of Hero
leaving behind him the 104 wild
By this time you are nearly a of the week, undoubtedly goes to
ly cheering members of the
dead man. You have hot, cold, and Fred Brott. Over the week end
A.W.S., S.C.A., P.S.A., and O.P.U.,
he hastily departed for a dog show even medium flashes; your intes FRED BROTT, DICK JOHNSON
tine won't intest; you have Twit and DON NOBLE went to a Col
in which he intended to take a
chell's, McGourge's and the Seven lege Religious Conference up on
prominent part.
Year twitch. You are miserable. the Russian River. During the day
You die.
Fred was helping Vivian 'A
Yes, the American radio is a charming girl from Santa Rosa.
Mu Phi Sponsors
marvelous institution, both scien Fred Brott up on a wood P"e>
Magazine Agency
tific and cultural. It brightens suddenly heard the whir of a
Mu Eta Chapter of Mu Phi Epsi- dull evenings, sweetens sour deadly rattlesnake. There, no
Ion is sponsoring on this campus, stomachs, and, oh ... . why go four feet from the two people,
a magazine agency as part of a on, I have to tune in my radio— was stretched a huge rattler, his
national project. The proceeds Super Suds add is on y'know ..
eyes two pin points of hate an
from this work will b* returned
his fangs two points of deat •
to the local chapter and will also
Fred, without giving a second
Birthday
Box
Drive
go t the support of the Mu Phi
thought for his own welfare or
Epsilon School of Music at Gad's To Improve Chapel
safety, only thinking of the fait
Hill Settlement in Chicago.
Representatives of the Morris but frightened damsel, grabbed
Faculty, students and friends Chapel Birthday Box will speak a club and kept the snake front
are invited to take advantage of at the various living groups with coiling (and thus striking) while
this convenient service, for order in the next three weeks, telling another person who had hear
ing now subscriptions, renewals, of the advantages of contributing the cries of alarm beat the sna e
and gift subscriptions of all popu to the Birthday Box.
to death.
lar publications.
Their aim is to get enough MISSED YOU
The question being asked y
All who are interested, are ask money to pay for accessories for
ed to contact Frances Hunt at the room in the Chapel where many last Saturday was: "Why
Women's Hall, Phyllis Magnuson brides wait before ceremopy. This wasn't HAM FORDS' car seen
at Manor Hall or the Conservatory should be of interest to students in its usual place in front o
Gtfice.
and faculty members alike.
Central Hall?"

9 — — • — • — M wn
*
«
MMP
MP • m
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Dtiice, Stockton, California, under the Act c4 March 3, 1879. Aacept- a dance is in the air for Saturday
rnce lor mailing at special rate of postage provided lor in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
? 1917, crj'hcrlzed October 24, 1924
hope you don't get lost on the hctif!

olfle Area. He also
i
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos-Prof. Oliver. Ku
time as a waist gunner and flight,
Candless
pn^f^per aboard a liberator
Flute-Wynne Honnalc
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Top Honors to fCasey' Ruggeri
In PLT *fPride 8C Prejudice"
By ABT CARFAGNI

his role did not do him justice.
Ken Leedom and Byron Meyers
drew many whistles—the uni
forms y'know. As the preacher,
Bruce King seemer to be in mor
tal fear that his parish would be,
stolen out from under him; as
Hill, the ancient butler, Frank
HONORS
Beazley, too a newcomer, did ex
Top flight honors go to "Casey" tra well.
Ruggeri, as Mrs. Bennet, who act
ed the part of a frustrated family CAST
finding female as though finding
Because the cast is so large, it is
husbands were an integral part impossible to mention each and
of her every day life. Casey fit every one of them—but they all
ted into the role as does scotch turned in a swell Job, Bessie Rog
ers, sure, 'n even ol Maggie Mcwith soda.
Too, the three near misses, Kee.
June Wilde, Pat Barret, and Lucy
For many of the above mention
Harding performed their chores ed persons, this was their last ven
with skill and ease. It seems ture with the PLT, but they are
hard to believe that three such leaving with the best play of the
beautiful "dishes" as they should season behind them. To quote
have trouble in landing a man— Churchill, "this was their finest
but then the play needs a plot. hour."
Special praise to Lucy in her ex
tra-fine interpretation of psychol
RUSSELL BODLEY
ogy-bound, adolescent Lydia.
Litrafrances Darwin, combin
ing acting with evolution, acquit GUEST CRITIC
ted herself well in her portrayal AT EAST BAY
of Lady Epsom Salts (I think that
was the name), as did Shirley
J. Russell Bodley, director of
Reid while playing the nosy Miss the noted College of Pacific A
Bingley.
Capella Choir, was professional
guest critic last week for the an
MEN
As for the male contingent: nual East Bay A Capella Choir
both Roy Neilson and Warren Festival in Oakland. Bodley re
Hill added to the play, and con viewed the performances of the
sidering that this was their first choirs of all high schools in the
upstairs production, they showed area, and then presented a criti
that they had great possibilities. cal analysis of the performance
Vet Rog Starr was good, although and direction of each group. The
event was held in the Oakland
Auditorium Theatre.
Symphony-Ballet
Bodley's own organization, an
all women's war time ensemble,
Dates Are Near
will present its annual home con
The annual Symphony-Ballet, cert for Stockton music lovers,
now in full rehearsals and with Tuesday evening, May 29, at Pa
colorful professional costumes cific Auditorium.
furnished to the large cast by
Goldstein and Company of San
Francisco, promises to be a gala
Applications for the position
production. There will be two of Editor of the Pacific WEEK
performances, June 4 and 11, in LY should be handed in to
the Stockton High School Audi Elaine Peterson, chairman of
the Publications Committee by
torium.
"Civic ballets are now spring next Monday afternoon.
ing up all over the country," says
Helen Moore Roberts, ballet direc
tor. "Some of the large cities are
boasting their first performances.
Stockton will be considered a pio Simonoffs, 2018 Pacific, and
Irma's Specialty Shop, 9 North
neer in this field, as this is its
School
St., Lodi.
ninth year. But all cities cannot
The ballets are "Immortal
boast of a Symphony orchestra
Love," with music by Franz Liszt;
for accompaniment.
"The Enchanted Lake," music by
The wishes of those who want
Delibes, and "Southern Exposure"
reserved seats will be granted in
by Grofe, Davidson, Anderson and
this way: sections will be reserved
and only the number of seats in Gottschalk.
Maestro Manlio Silva will con
that section will be sold. Tickets
duct the orchestra with Mr. Hor
can be used only for the night
ace Brown the concertmaster.
purchased. In that way everyone
who obtains a ticket ahead of.
time will be issued a seat.
Open Evenings
Tickets are now on sale for
'til 10
both performances at Breuneris,
Main and American; Genova
We Employ
Capable Watchmakers
Pharmacy, 438 E. Market; Fuhrman Music Co., 29 N. California;
We have the largest and
most up to date jewelry
store in town. We do all
kinds of watch and ring re
Telephone 6-6324
pairing a's°,4^1xr vi-ht
setting and CUTTING. Why
not surprise yourself and
pay us a visit? We carry a
large stock of diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Our
1910 Pacific Ave.
prices are the lowest and
ASTRY & DELICATESSEN
our terms to suit you.
"Stockton's First and
Always Delicious
Onlv Diamond Cutters
Always Ready

The tenet that Marc Brown does
not produce "stinkers" still holds
good, for the latest PLTee off,
"Pride and Prejudice," does not
veer from the traditional Brownian pattern of success.

LITTLE THEATRE STARS

COP Offers Ten
Week Training
For Credentials

A ten week summer training
program for twenty to twentyfive junior college graduates de
siring to obtain emergency cre
dentials for teaching in elemen
tary grades will be offered by the
College of Pacific in connection
with the regular summer sessions.
Applicants for this course must
have the recommendation of a
county superintendent who then
plans to use the applicant in his
county.
Dean Jantzen of the School of
Education has sent letters to all
county superintendents of the
state from the Bakersfield, north,
as well as to all junior college
principals of the same district.
Students will obtain experience
in practice teaching, made possi
ble through the co-operation of
the Stockton Unified School Dis
trict. They will teach three hours
daily during the ten weeks in one
of the local elementary schools,
and also be enrolled In the fol
lowing courses: Educational Psy
chology. Elementary school me
thods, Child Growth and Develop
ment, and Elementary music me
thods. All work undertaken will
count toward the B. A. degree and
June Wilde and Warren Hill, romantic leads in current P. L. T. pro educational leaders strongly re
commend that such emergency
duction, "Pride and Prejudice," which closes tomorrow night
credential teachers work toward
their Bachelor's degree by con
The main Public Library in San Francisco is the site tinuing their study during several
of the former City Hall, destroyed in the HMK> earthquake summers and one winter semes
ter.
and fire.

STRICTLY SOLID
Three routing cheers
for our pet JUNE

•, BENTLEY JUNIOR

j for hot weather daytll
If t a slick sanforized
chambray fob . . .
frostily ^ edged with
super-wide luscious
batiste. The
shirt is dirndl, the
necillne is square .. .
and so ere the won
derfully roomy pockaft. Plus of course ...
fhe new cap shoulder.
'b-'Pad or plain
NO-Fade Chambray
• Sand, .Rote
Maure, Blue. Brown
* Graen. Junior sizes
f fo 15. 10.95

I

ORSI'S

P E S C E & C O .

Drsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
ipen Evenings and Sundays

"CREDIT JEWELERS"
124 E. Main St,
Stockton

1 «-

KNOBBY SPORT SHOP
2019 PACIFIC AVE.
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fGreat Grey City By Golden Gate'

Welcomes Pacificites on Week-end
BY BEN HOLT
On this particular May 19th the
"Great Grey City by the Golden
Gate" looked especially seductive.
As we descended the Fifth street
ramp of the Bay Bridge the at
mosphere seemed to come up and
hit us in the face. It felt not like
a heavy blow but more like the
needle spray of a cold shower
feels, stimulating and refreshing
after a hard night. There were
butterflys in your stomach and
the palms of your hands were
moist, caused by the nervous
tension that comes over a person
when he's on the threshhold of
something adventuresome.
All along the streets were flags
of the different United Nations,
and we played a little game of
trying to identify each different
one. We were not very good. I
got out of the car at the St.
Francis and for a moment stood
and watched. I tried to stereotype
each person who walked by as be
ing a delegate or not. Of course
the ones with the badges were
easy. I soon found myself say
ing, "They are. He is not. She is,
not bad either," and so on. In
fact, I kept this up all week end,
and upon talking to others later it
seems I was not alone. Every once
in a while you spotted a familiar
face, Don Wilson, Nelson Rochefeller, Jack Benny. Often on a
cablecar you could spot a dele
gate who had an hour or so free
and was off on the greatest roll-

a-coster ride and scenic tour of
the world.
The lobby of the St. Francis
was the acme of activity and had
that air of business-like efficiency.
The bell boys were calling such
names as Corona or De Bois or
Johnsen. The names were like
the prevading influence — alien.
Along the edge of the foyer were
the camp followers, people you
would not see at the St. Francis
in a million years, but who are
there only because there is some
thing big going on and they like
to be where excitement is gener
ated. This type of social paracite
was to be found in the lobbies by
day and in the swankier bars and
cabarets by night.
The exotic air was to be found
everywhere. At Blum's the lady
ahead of me in line in front of
the confectionery counter was
sending off candy to Mexico and
the man behind me had a very
British accent. That evening we
were dancing at the Mark Hop
kins to Latin Sambas, Vienna's
waltzes and American Foxtrots.
The strangeness of foreign ton
gues was very conspicious. You
would bump into a couple and
they would say excuse me in
Spanish, French, I could not fig
ure what the Chinese said, but
I do not think it takes a minute
for a Chinaman to beg your par
don—especially when you stepped
on his toe. The American's did
not say anything.
San Francisco got the name

(Continued from Page 1)
hastened to illustrate how Can
ada, although naturally interna
tionally minded, has broadened
her scope even more during the
war, to the point where she now
is third ir$ Naval Power and
fourth both in Supply and Air
Power. This, he contributes to the
Canadian peoples' international
awareness, and their enormous
capacity to produce, in compari
son with their population. He also
mentioned how proud the Canadi
an people are of their unusually
good relationship with the United
States. When asked by a student
if Canadians wanted complete in
dependence from Great Britain,
his answer was , "no, we do not!"
Nelson Rockefeller, Assistant
Secretary of State for Inter-Ameri
can Affairs, explained the InterAmerican Organization which is
made up of the Latin America
countries, and also discussed Ar
gentina, which has recently join
ed forces with this Organization.
He attempted to dispel the mis
conception which has arisen, con
cerning Argentinas' joining with
the other Latin American coun
tries, and stated emphatically,
that Argentina, upon "entering
the fold" met all of the require
ments, and most important, we
should not intervene or question
the character of her government.
Rockefeller said that he felt the
newspapers, radio, and films have
done an admirable job of covering
news of the San Francisco Peace
Conference.
The remaining two speakers
were Senor Galo Plaza, Ambassa
dor to the United States from
Equador who elaborated
on
Rockefeller's remarks concerning
the Latin American countries, and
Senora Adela Santacilia, President
of the Women's University of
Mexico, who answered queries
about the feminine movement in
Mexico in wihc h sehta(
Mexico in which she takes an ac
tive part.
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"Bagdad by the Bay" long before
the war started, and as each day
passes, especially during the Uni
ted Nation Conference, she is liv
ing up to the name given her by
some "mute Inglorous Milton"
who must have known of the
thriving trade and cultural center
of the Ancient East.

By BEN HOLT
"Where to from here?"
To tell the truth, after listening
to Nelson Rockefeller, Gov. War
ren, and the very charming Sen
ora Santacila here at the Press
Club luncheon, we were just
about at the saturation point as
far as notables were concerned.
So we decided to get a coke and
decide where to go next.
Little did we realize that that
small decision on where to go
would lead us on an expedition ov
er a half dozen floors of the huge
St. Francis Hotel in search of a
few Argentines. The thing I still
can't understand is how such an
important group of individuals
can get lost in six floors of two
different hotels.
On approaching a suave Latin
in the lobby of the St. Francis we
learned that our prey was sand
wiched somewhere between the
Russian and French delegations
on one of the upper floors.
Sallying forth from the eleva
tor, we hopefully approached a

gentlemen who looked as though
he might be a representative of
the Argentine government. But
all our Stadium Drive Spanish
brought forth was "Oui, Oui."
Changing our tactics
from
those of naievity to those of sea
soned and worldly reporters, we
barged in on our neighbors to the
South with camera and galley
proof in hand. Undoubtedly this
approach would have been effec
tive if the right person had bet
there. But alas, our quarry was
in his room at the Stewart Hotel.
Another elevator ride, and ar
other desappointment.
Unfor
tunately for the Argentines they
weren't at home; so we had to re
turn to the St. Francis.
As we rode to the second floor
once again, we were feeling a
great deal like worn out Yo-Yos.
After seeing the same representa
tive again, we left the den of at
mosphere triumphantly, clutching
a brown bit of paper with an im
portant address, "To contact
through the mail."

SECOND
FLOOR

'HIx

Starts Sunday
"EARL CARROL'S
VANITIES"
An All-star Cast
—also—
"MINISTRY OF FEAR"

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of the Pacific

Grant at Weber Avenue

Tracking Down the Argentines or~
A Latin Brush-off In Golden Gate

CALIFORNIA

Plumbing With A Smile

.

DR. NEWTON

PACIFICITES AT
SAN FRANCISCO

ROCKEFELLER

Dial 2-0229

Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Lsociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24. 1924, at the Post
Iffice, Stockton. California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Aacept- a dance is in the air for Saturday
•jce tor mailing at special rate of pottage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
o ,017 cj'hcrlzed October 24. 1924
hope you don't get lost on the hunt!

SWEATERS! SWEATERS!
Short sleeves, long sleeves, pull
overs and Cardigans. Sweaters for
every occasion. Feel assured of
fashion correctness in one of these
beauties.

$495

$095
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"
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PI KAPPA DELTA
NAMES OFFICERS
TAKES MEMBERS

Honor Society EPSILON PICNIC
Initiates Seven GIVEN AT L0D1
RATED SUCCESS
Sunday Morning The Lodi Swimming club was a

With the increased interest in
debate and other forensic activity
Seven high Juniors, dressed in
on campus, and with an increase
in the students eligible for mem dignified black robes, were inltlatbership in the Delta chapter of l ed into the All CoUege Honor SoPi Kappa Delta, came the reor
| ciety last Sunday morning. Form
ganization of this National Hon
orary Forsenic Fraternity this al initiation rites took place at
semester.
Anderson's Social Hall at seven
This chapter has been idle for
the past year because of the lack
of eligible students, etc. Reorgani
zation took place under the direc
tion of faculty advisor and debate
coach, Mr. Edward Betz and the
members of this year's debate
team, who became eligible for
membership at the end of last
semester.
The officers elected were as
follows: President, Marilyn Dow;
Vice-President, Robert Mackey;
Secretary-Treasurer, Dorothy Gelatt; Recording Secretary, Alvin
Kolb
The first new members were
brought into the chapter at a
formal initiation last Monday eve
ning in Anderson Social Hall.
After the initiation, the old and
new members met at the home
of Mr. Betz for entertainment and
refreshments. Moving pictures of
previous debate trips and a game
of Truth and Consequences for
the new members constituted the
entertainment for the evening.
The new members initiated
were Mary Spantos, George Holman, Barbara Hull, Anita Hat
and John Baird.
The other members present
were Marilyn Dow, Dorothy Gelatt, Delores Chapman, Virginia
Pond, Ruth McLamore, Manuel
Furtado, Robert Mackey, Alvin
Kolb, Dick Johnsen, Mr. Edward
Betz and Dr. Roy McCall.

a. m., followed by breakfast at
Purdy"s.
After the breakfast election of
officers for the fall term was held
with Phyllis Magnuson being el
ected Chancellor. Other new of
ficers are Earlene Waters, ViceChancellor, Dr. Werner, Scribe,
and Connie Cochran, Marshall.
Initiates were Betty Jean Mer, ritt, Marian Wlchert, Joy Ruf,
I Connie Cochran, Joyce Bishop,
i Art Carfagni, and Russ McFall.
Other members present were
Lena Baclgualupl, Ava June Colliver, Phyllis Magnuson, Earlene
Waters, Elizabeth Crase, Lucy
Harding, Beatrice Berlander, Mrs.
Palacios, Dean Corbln, Dr. Farley,
Dr. McCall, Dr. Harris, and Mr.
Bodley.

Sophisticated Swing
Newman Club Dance
"Sophisticated Swing" Is the
name chosen for the Semi-Sport
Dance to be given by the New
man Club June 2. Tommy Atkins
will contribute music for the
dancing from 8-12 in Anderson
Hall. Bids may be obtained from
club members.
Edna Braghetta is general
chairman. The committees are:
Marie Arbios, bids; Isabelle Monte
and Joyce Preston, decorations;
Carmel Staudenraus and Bob Devin, publicity; Jean Ann Wright
patrons and patronesses; and Ed.
Coli, location.

Picnic Postponed
The AWS picnic scheduled
for Friday, May 25, has been
postponed. No definite date has
been set for the picnic, but it
will be held in the near future.

SOCIETY

scene of feasting and fun last Sun
day, May 20, when Epsilon Lamb
da Sigma held a picnic In honor
of her pledges.
The day began at 11:00 a. m.
with swimming and ping pong,
A romance that began in the Pacific Dining Hall some year*
and it was not long before food
back came to a beautiful climax last Wednesday, May 16, at Epsilon
became a main attraction. The
when Jane Skinner announced her engagement to John Lundblad
afternoon progressed with various
with the traditional five pound#
games, such as follow the leader box of candy topped with a purple fraternity was Omega Phi Alpha
in diving, and ended in the throw orchid. The announcement was °t which he is a past Housemaning of some of the reluctant guests
ager. He also graduated from the
into the pool. It seems that na
College of Pacific last June, and
ture provided an unusually good
he is now employed by a chemical
picnic day, and as a result, when
concern in Berkeley.
the party broke up late in the
Wedding plans have not yet
evening, a group of happy, sun
been announced.
burned people returned to Epsilon.
Those who attended were:
Earleen Kendrick and Sam Hackett, Jo Bemls and Jerry Clark,1
Marie Alley and Dick Ek, Patty
Lou Peters and Gene Cline, Mir
iam McCormick and Don Ambler,
Kathy Malmquist and Bill Lewis.
Eveline Crudelli and Walt Myers,
Pat Stewart and Dave Honnager,
Nadine Walsh and Sid Small, Bar
bara Roth and Bob Thompson,
Sally Logan and Am Beisser, Pat
Barrett and Glenn Calvert, Jimmle Yocum and Ian Grant, Shar
on Lewis and guest. Barbara
Gowlng and Chet Gnirk, Helene
Haabesland and Bill Dow, Iris made at Epsilon during the dinner
Jane Jacobs and Bob Bore, Betty hour.
Keuchler and Wally Lamoureux,
Jane, now a Specialist in the
Carolyn Evans and Bob Lyons, Waves, is a past president of
Bev Blllups and Hollis Barnes, and Epsilon and a graduate of the
Bob Bore Betty Kuechler and College of Pacific, class of 1944.
Wally Lamoureux, Carolyn Evans She was an outstanding music
and Bob Lyons, Bev Billups and major whom many will remember
Hollis Barnes, Faye Mueller and for writing the song "Where
Limmie Burk, Dot Emigh and Jim Would I Be?" She was active in
DeTar, Helen Cummings and many musical groups including
guest, Marllynne Burger and Phil the A Capella choir. Jane, daugh
Taylor, Elaine Peterson and Fred ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Skinner
Taioll, also Marilyn Sheppard, of Oakland, is now stationed in
Harriette Gunton, Shirley Butler, Washington, D. C., where she is
Bea Berlander, Bernice Tempel, doing recreational and counseling
Betty Maley, Dot Coleman, Helen work.
Thatcher, and Pat Phillips.
John is the son of Mrs. Jeanette
Lundblad of Stockton. His college

Jane Skinner-John Lundblad Tell
Engagement at Epsilon Wednesday

aHc?-t

C.S.T.A.
W
MEET TUESDAY
ELECT OFFICERS

For future teachers of the Col
lege of the Pacific, there will be
another California Student Teach
ers Association meeting next
Tuesday, May 29 at 7:30 in the up
stairs of the Student Christian As
sociation Building. There will be
a speaker and Panel Discussion
by former Pacific students who
will tell their experiences in teach
"Black Rhapsody" is the theme
ing after leaving Pacific. Marie
Canlis and Marty Batalana will be of the informal dance to be given
featured in this Panel Disucssion. at West Hall on May 26. The
theme will be carried out with
This meeting is an important black and chartreuse decorations.
one, in that officers for the next
semester will be elected. Re
freshments will be served after
the meeting and discussion.
One Week Service

Informal Dance at
West Hall Saturday

:Watches Repaired:

Future teachers who are plan
ning to attend and have not yet
done so, are asked to R.S.V.P. in
Mrs. McCall's box in the Informa
tion Office.

THOMAS

STOCKTON'S
MOST INTERESTING
BOOK STORE
OFFICE — SCHOOL
and LEGAL SUPPLIES

QUINN'S
120 E. Main

Phone 7-7712 •

-1

-JEWELRY STORE
524 E. Main Street

REFRESHMENTS
on (lie

RIAN0Nfa

CAMPUS

Engagement
and

Wedding
RINGS
Matched Sets 87.25
Engagement Ring
Only

SimpSOIl

62.50 jewelry Co.

Federal Tax Included
"Exclusive Jewelry Creations"
8 South Sutter Street

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHFRE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

w E a.

HHCIHG^ I as.

BOB'S STUDIO
PORTRAITS — COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Cap* and Gowns

Phone 2-9240
Modesto
1011—10th St
Phone 4592

608 E. Main Street

Fresno
1024—O St.
phooe 21540

It's wings over shoulder* . .
hardly sleeves at all. And
never was there a cooler,
more pleasant fashion to
wear. YouTl find these but
terfly sleeves in a complete
collection of Summer prints,
pastels, and black.

DU BOIS
60S E. Main St.
Opposite Brruners
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RECORD BREAKER

Tiger Nine Wins
Tenth Tussle

Pacific Mermen
Trade Wins with
Grant Hi Squad

Tiger's baseball team continued its winning ways last week when
it collected three victories to extend its present streak of wins to en
straight. The three victories consisted of a triumph over Stoc on
High and two wins over Crow's*
Landing on Thursday and Satur
day.
SATURDAY'S GAME
Roberts started for Pacific but
was forced to turn over his pitch
ing duties to Oestreich when Stakowitz connected with one of his
offerings for a home run with two
men on. Oestreich halted the ral
ly, however, and allowed no hits
during the rest of the game.

Pictured above is Ray King who recently broke the C.O.P. pole vault
record of 13' 6" by vaulting 13' 6'/2".

R. Kring Breaks COP Vault Record
At Annual West Coast Relays

By ARN BEISSER
The seventh inning found Paci
fic behind 5-2 but was the turning
The top of the SPORTLITE this
point in the game. Harris, Cam- week goes to rally committee
ecia and Seggale hit and Clegg and chairman Don Swift for his great
Burkett walked to bring in four
Campus Day—one of the all time
runs and put the game on ice.
memorable occasions for us blue
Oestreich's fine felief pitching boys. He was ably assisted by
and Segale's hitting were the fea Tony Messina and Bruce Coleman
tures of the game, Segale getting and Bill Lewis. To say that it was
two hits for three times at bat.
perfect would be an understate
ment.
FRIDAY'S GAME
In one of the day's features a
In Friday's game Pacific led all
the way but was almost edged in battling civilian team edged out
the last inning when Crow's Land the Navy in softball by 6-5. Junior
ing collected three runs to make medical officer Glenn Petrie was
the losing pitcher.
the count 4-3.
Oestreich went all the way for
A weekly highlight was Ray
C.O.P. and was in no trouble at Kring's breaking of the school
any time. Pacific kept Crow's record in the pole vault with
Landing scoreless until the eighth. 13 feet 6 /2 inches. We are confi
Pacific's big inning was the sixth dent that Ray will top 14 ft. be
when a series of errors plus walks fore the season is over.
gave the Tigers three runs.
"Dugout Grant has started on
Pacific journeyed to Vernalis a new feud with "Big Larry."
Wednesday but the results are Tragedy hit the tankers when
not known at this time. It is Rex Young officially withdrew
nearly the end of the season for from school.
the Tigers but there are games
Notable at the Lodi Swimming
with Modesto and Vallejo still to
Club
were Jimmy Yokum's futile
be played.
attempts to throw others in the
water, Sally Logan's fine diving
played on Monday night with
exhibitions and "L'il Cec" Calvert
Pop's Wildmen coming out on
making himself generally obnox
top winning two out of three
ious.
Sam Hackett still claims that
games.
he likes that thing he drove betThe same teams will compete
iter than a car too.
in the softball league which start
ed last Tuesday and will last
through to the end of the semes
For Your Man in the Service
ter. Games will be played every
a Logan Portrait Keeps You
Tuesday and Friday at 4:40 on
Close to Him.
the football practice field.

Pacific attended the 19th Annual West Coast Relays which com
prised approximately a thousand of the best track and field men on
the West Coast.
•
~
Innis
ran
a
good
race
and
is im
The University division of the
meet was taken by the California proving his time.
Kring and Innis will enter the
Institute of Technology, who roll
ed up a total of 40 points. The PAA meet at Berkeley tomorrow.
Olympic Club of San Francisco
placed second with 36 points; the SAD SACKS TAKE
University of California came in
third with 32% points; USC fol VOLLEYBALL CUP
lowed with 32 points for fourth
place; and UCLA brought up fifth IN INTRAMURALS
place with 25 points.
The Sad Sacks, winning five
Caltech broke USC's winning out of six games, were officially
streak by taking the meet this pronounced intramural volleyball
year. USC who is coached by champions last night after their
Dean Cromwell has taken 12 of victory over the Giants.
the Fresno meets.
The standings were as follows:
Lost
Team
Won
Pet.
Ray Kring broke the College of
4
1
.800
the Pacific pole vault record when Sad Sacks
4
1
he won that event with a vault of Giants
.800
2
.600
13 feet 6% inches. The record Little Tigers....3
Bob: If I threw a kiss across
2
3
.400
was formerly held by Pacificite Wildmen
Lt. Lewis Ford, at a height of 13 Pass. Flowers....2
.400 the room, would you consider me
3
bold?"
0
feet 6 inches. Ford also compet Medics
5
.000
Mary: "No, just lazy."
ed Saturday night but went out
The playoff between the Sad
on the next height after 12 feet Sacks and the Giants was played
6 inches. Ford suffered a sore Monday night with the Sad Sacks
leg. Kring also won the small winning the first two games eas
college class meet Saturday aft ily for the contest and the cham
ernoon with a vault of 12 feet 6 pionship. This invincible team of
inches, but saved himself for the champions was captained by Sam
evening competition.
Hackett, who was ably assisted by

Bob Innis Pacific's best man in
the high hurdles took a fourth
place in the 120 high hurdles.
The hurdles were won by Tom
Moore of the Olympic Club who
made a good time of 14.7 seconds.

King, Russell, Lewis, Burns,
Harty, Stein, Knapp, and Sandlin.
The playoff between Pop's Wildmen and the Passion Flowers for
fourth and fifth place was also

Typewriter Headquarters
RENTALS

—

REPAIRS

—

SUPPLIES

STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO.
121 N. California St.

Phone 2-8514

RALPH D. CRAMER

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

DEPENDABLE JEWELER

Sibley E. Bush

2032 PACIFIC AVE.
PHONE 4-4206
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Phone 3 0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

• Association. Entered as second-class matter mmrwpwwm

Over Tee Kay way we hear

Log-an
Camera Shop

20 N. San Joaquin Stret
Phone 2-2148

•

Since 1896 serving those who
want the best in portraiture,
frames, photo equipment.

Exclusive Agents
for

For Men
MOST STYLES $10.50 up

127 E. MAIN STREET
and 9 N. HUNTER ST.

elflc Area. He

Medal for over 600 hours of flying
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act at March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
time
as a waist gunner and flight
ance tor mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
pntrjneer aboard a Liberator.
?. !?>?, c-ybc-zed October 24, 1924
hope you don't get lost on the him

Coach Chris Kjeldsen's mermen
traded victories with a strong
Grant High School squad from
Sacramento. The Tiger team won
the first meet 33-24, but found
an improved Grant squad defeat,
ing them 35-22 when they visited
their opponents.
Rex Young, outstanding Tiger
swimmer missed both of these
meets as he has dropped out of
school. This is a great loss as he
was C. O. P.'s top swimmer. Willing and ready to take his place
is Ned Robinson, who was put in
against Grant, the second meet
and won the 100 yard free style.
Pacific met Lodi High School for
their fourth meet together yester
day at Lodi. The results of the
(Continued on page 7)
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ALL-WOOL

Swim Trunks
by*B.V. D.
$3.95
Here's the popular all• wool "Boxer" model by
B.V.D.—in special sizes
for boys from 12 to 18.
They'll like the trim, ath
letic appearance of the
shirred, no-belt waist.
They'll like the masculine
ribbed pattern, the over
size lined pocket. Adjust
able draw-string waist,
built-in support. Choice
of colors.
As advertised in Esquire
•Reg- U. S. Pat

off

Brave & McKeegan
For Men—For Boys
313-317 East Main Street

-

Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver
Candless
Flute—Wynne Honnal
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Student—Faculty Com. Members
Listed For World Assembly Day

The other day I was standing
around the studio just before air
time watching a rehearsal, and
I noticed that one of the perform
ers looked a bit scared. You know,
the usual symptoms — wobbly
knees, shaking hands, slightly
green complexion—were all pres
ent. Noticing these, the student
producer turned to him and said,
"Whatsa matter, scared?"

With the meeting of the World and Dorothy Getalt. Faculty adAssembly day tomorrow on cam- visors: Tribolet and Dr. Eiselen.
pus, comes the culmination of
Military Power — Chairman,
hard work on the part of the Jack Lyons, Ed Bryant, Ber. Holt,
student and faculty members who Frances Sweeney, Nadine Ware,
have participated in committee Helen Arbios, Don Freeman, Iris
meetings for the past month and Jane Jacobs, Pat Winter and Vir
By "POP" COLEMAN
have been laying the ground work ginia Smith. Faculty advisors:
CAMPUS DAY
Dr. Werner and Mr. Louis Windfor the big day tomorrow.
Bill Bent—"champeen" pie eat
SUNDAY, MAY 27, 1945
The committee members and miller.
er, entered contest after fasting
Speaker: Dr. Eiselen.
their faculty advisors are as fol
for 19 hours. Aha!
JOKE
, Leader: Mary Iungerich.
lows:
Pacific Mermen
"Yo-Yo" Nyberg reports that
"What do you think," came the Minorities—Alice Jean Thresh
Soloist: Ruth Asey.
"A Probie's Dream" ended at
(Continued from page 6)
Theme: "The Price of Peace." reply.
er, Anita Harris, Letty Elin, Ce0000 Saturday night. Also that
Ah, don't worry," said our di cile McAllister, Marilyn Dow, Jlm- meet will appear In the next is
the real Chiefs' saw him kick the TUESDAY, MAY 29, 1945
rector, "Nobody listens to these mie Yocum, Marjorie French, sue.
ersatz one, and have stayed out
Speaker: Dr. Knoles.
programs anyhow."
Alice Hamel, Hazel Colliver, The results of the first meet are
of his way since then.
Theme: Special Memorial
George Tabuchi, Mary Virginia as follows:
FICTION
Buckets of fan letters have Speech.
Event—50 Yard Free; Time—
Pond and Lee Dunn. Faculty ad
Well, I hate to say it, but I'm
poured in to the "Tin-Pan-Band
Music: The A Capella Choir
visors, Ralph G. Eckert and Irving 27.2; First—Cruse, Grant; Second
Paraders." Queries: (1) What did singing "How Long Oh Jehovah" afraid that there is more truth Coleman.
—Walte, Grant; Third — Jones,
than fiction in that. And honestly,
you play? "On Wisconsin," "I've by Heifer.
Treatment of Conquered and C. O. P.
Been W. O. T. R. R.," and "Hail,
This will be our Annual Mem I think that something ought to Liberated Peoples—Peggy Gibson, 100 Yard Breast—Time—1:17.8;
Hail, the Gang's All Here." (2) orial Service for the recognition be done about it; so why don't all Mary Henley, Becky Roset, Ruby First—Burk, C. O. P.; Second—
Leader? Bill "Swab-Baton" Lewis. of alumni and students who have you folks listen to KWG every Morehouse, Doris Pettey, Mary Hellman, C. O. P.; Third—Lee,
(3) Tail-end dope-off? "Seabee" died in the past year with special weekday at 4:30 when Pacific pre Ellen Vines, Angela Pastor and Grant.
Clement.
220 Yard Free—Time—2:37.6;
emphasis for those who have been sents: Monday, Beside the Book Myrita Fleming. Faculty advisors:
shelf; Tuesday, Pacific Coediting; Barthol W. Pearce and Wesley G. First—Robinson, C. O. P.: Second
lost
in
the
service.
TUG-O-WAR
Wednesday, Radio Stage; Thurs
—Fletcher, Grant; Third—KroeYoung.
Who got the muddiest in the
day, Pacific Musicale, and Friday,
ber, C. O. P.
Raising
Living
Standards—
Tug 'o War Contest? Warriors or Rally Committee's
Guestbook.
Muriel Hayward, Gene Weston, 100 Yard Back — Time—1:13;
Box Seat Looker-Onners? Danny
Dorothy Thompson, Ann Mueller, First—Holt, C. O. P.; SecondMUSICALE
Hamlin who was wearing a snow Campus Program Is
Vincent, Grant; Third — Gade,
One show that might stand a Nola Garrison, Maryon Chinwhite tennis lash-up now sings:
Grant.
chiolo,
Shirley
Lamar,
Jeanne
Semester's
Success
plug or two Is Pacific Musicale.
"What a difference a dunk
100 Yard Free — Time—1:05;
Every Thursday afternoon at 4:30 Davis, Thelma Berg, Margaret
makes." Then there's the fellow
First—Witter, C. O. P.; SecondA
vote
of
thanks
is
extended
Shirley,
Sylvia
Austin,
H.
D.
Jor
we have a couple of your fellow
who made it to the wheat field
Sawyer, C. O. P.; Third—Simpand was hauled back to say "glub- to Don Swift and the rest of the students over at the studio. They dan, J. T. Haskell, E. S. Ken- kins, Grant.
Rally
Committee
for
the
swell
worthy
and
K.
B.
Sharp.
Faculty
play
ocarinas,
violins,
jews
harps,
glub" six times!
150 Yard Medley—'Time—1:37;
The kids that cried in the vege job of organizing last Saturday's guitars, and all sorts of things advisors: Charles Norman and First—Holt, Burk, Robinson. C. O.
highly
successful
Campus
Day.
Harold
Turpin.
like that.
table race probably got the most
The large turnout of both facul
Subjected Peoples Commission P.; Second — Gade, Lee, Cruse,
out of it. In the Battle of Bob
TALENT
ty
and
students
were
entertained
Elaine Boutelle, Viola Burres, Grant.
McKim vs. The Snake vs. The
As you probably know, we have Betty Hamon, Winnie Merriam, 200 Yard Medley—Time—1:54.9;
by
a
fast
moving
program
that
Onion, the latter won.
included short skits put on by quite a bit of musical talent on Miriam McCormack, Jeari Palmer, First—Simpkins, Vincent, McNeil,
GEEDUNKS TO:
the Freshmen and Sophomore the Campus, and most of these Ruth Staples, Bill Tobiasson and Waite, Grant; Second — Devin,
the powers that be of the Navy classes in the forenoon and games will sooner or later appear on Jean Cruickshank. Faculty advis Sawyer, Witter, Jones, C. O. P.
SCORE—C.O.P. 33; GRANT 24.
and College who gave the many in which all took part after lunch. Pacific Musicale. So might I sug ors: James Wilson and Dr. Collineeded "o.k.'s" for Campus Day. Baseball, tennis, swimming, and gest that if you don't like good ver.
the guys and gals who came ping-pong, not to mention a hard music, don't bother listening to
Building a World Organization
You Can Be An
and took part so whole-heartedly. fought tug-of-war figured preemi KWG on Thursday afternoons at —Art Carfagnl, Barbara Hull,
You made C. D. a success.
Co-Chairmen, Milton, • Webber,
nently in the day's activities. The 4:30.
AIRLINE
Norman Calloway, Jean Trembly,
only mishap of the day occurred GUESTBOOK
TIRADES O' THE TARS:
Helen Haabesland, Toula George,
STEWARDESS
Epsilon Picnickers had 4.0 time, when a couple of girls suffered
In conclusion might I remind
very
minor
casualties
in
a
race
14 sunburns and 4 quarts of baby
you that GUESTBOOK, the Cam
around the obstacle course.
oil.
pus variety show, goes on the air
A dance held in the gym round this afternoon at 4:30. And frank
Neil Smith begins the beguine
ed out the days festivities.
and says: "It's a big farce."
ly, It's really a lousy show. I
"Hedgetrimmer" Griffin using
really don't see why people keep
spoons for shears.
coming over to see it. The cast
Speech Correction
Doctor Eiselen dodging chalk
is always mixing up their lines;
Center Opens
and* picking up pennies says:
like June Wilde, who told how
•
A large number of interesting the girls around here are always
"Just like old times."
Password of the week: "Be cases have been signed up for getting their dresses torn off. So
Sort your career in aviation
the Speech Correction Center this don't bother coming over this af
ware of the 'Sub-Chaser'!"
and contribute to the war effort
"Chawk" Hayes puts fur coat summer, and applications are still ternoon, besides its always too
at the same time.
on girl on stage of Fox-Cal to coming in, according to Dr. Roy crowded anyway.
Here are the requirement! for
Well, that's it for today. See
start off Stockton's 7th War Bond C. McCall, head of the Depart
this important position:
Drive! Well, everyone must do his ment of Speech. Junior and Sen you all over at the studio at 4:30
•Age — 21 to 26 years
ior students, especially those this afternoon.
part
•Height — 5'2" to 5'6"
GROCERIES
"Zoomies" Davis, Devin and planning to go into the teaching
•Weight—125 lbs.or less
Eighteen
and
a
half
million
Vic
profession, as well as teachers
King have started to zoom.
POULTRY
are needed in the clinic to assist tory gardeners who produced
Ask Innis about his flag.
•Unmarried
VEGETABLES
Now we just call "Green with the correction work during their own table vegetables in
•Good Health and Vision
the two five week sessions. Any 1944 expect to continue in 1945.
FRUITS
Gloves," "Salami."
•United States Citizen
student desiring more informa
THE GOOD WORD (Plural):
MEATS
•2 Years College
tion on the speech correction
Girls!
•No nursing training
•
courses should see Dr. McCall.
Chicken Pie Shop
required
LUNCHES — DINNERS
Red Cross Donors
GAIA-DELUCCHI
Successful
applicants will he
blood should be at the Red Cross
-Pies Ready to Take Homefamished transportation to Chi
American
and
Channel
Mobile Unit or get in touch with
Give Blood May 24
2813 Pacific Avenue
cago where they will receive frve
Ann Katoff at Manor Hall.
weeks training at full pay.
Red Cross Blood Donors will
Young women who can meet
meet at the Mobile Unit May 24
the above qualifications bait who
Phone 3-1782
and 25 to make their donations.
are not available (be employment
LOVETT STUDIO
at the present time should apply
Fifteen campus coeds will make
now for future Stewardess daises.
donations on May 24, with 60
Photography
A new booklet "How to Be
By Harry Lovett
V-12 men giving blood Saturday,
come t Mainlines Stewardess" is
214 S. San Joaquin
May 26.
oow svailsble.
Anyone wishing to donate
LIME
COAL
To obtain one. write or
Tel. 6-6966
BRICK
WOOD
apply in £*». ^
«P
L L A S"
PLASTER
FUEL OIL
830 S. Calif.
San Francisco. Calif.
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE
DIESEL OIL SAND
Stockton
ROCK
STOVE OIL
COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
UNITED AIR LINES
GRAVEL
CEMENT
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

YOLUND ICE & FUEL CO.
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COP Peace Parliament Reports on Findings
Dumbarton Oak
Basis for World
Organization

World Assembly
Day Closes COP
Peace Meet

As the name implies, the goal
of our area council is the drawing
up of a plan for a functioning
World Organization.
In all of our work, we have
used the Dumbarton Oaks plan
as a basis, adding or subtracting
from it where we felt revision
was justified. The greatest de
parture from the Dumbarton
Oaks agreement concerns the es
tablishment of Pacific and Euro
pean Councils, to take the place

SUBJECT PEOPLE
COUNCIL AREA
FACES PEACE
Among the perplexing problems
of the coming peace, there is the
pressingr problem of what we are
going to do with the subject
peoples. Are we going to return
them to their previous protec
tors? Are we to follow the road
of imperialism once more? Or
are we going to give these people
the same type of rights that we
demand and receive in our own
America? If we are to organize
the machinery for a final and
just peace, a peace that will not
fail, we must consider this most
of the eighteen man Economic pertinent problem.
Social Council of Dumbarton
We feel that an International
Oaks. These councils will contain
themselves in caring for the con Commission should administer
quered areas and the parts of ex- the spoils of war. Colonies are
colonial empires—in effect, a not to be returned or given to
other nations. Why should we ad
grand trusteeship plan.
Another radical departure from vocate imperialism when we feel
the plan being worked over in it has proven unsatisfactory. This
San Francisco is that all recom commission will be further sub
mendations of the organization divided into three regional com
have the force of law—to be back mittees and these still further
ed up by the armed forces at the divided should the need arise.
disposal of the Security Council.
If we are to have a peace that
Also, we do not favor the pro will satisfy all, we must realize
posed veto power which at the that each problem is an entity in
present time is invested in the itself, and that we must think
Security Council. Too, our plan it through and come to some con
calls for a World Court with the clusion. We on the subject peoples
power to review all treaties both council have tried to ^follow this
by powers and by the organiza pattern.
tion.
It is hoped that with these re
visions, the world organization
will be able to function efficient Views Presented by
ly, and indefinitely to keep the
Military Power
world peace.

Problem Area

JACK LYONS

ruuiswu

PACIFIC PEACE PARLIA
MENT is drawing to a close on
our campus. We have had many
grand experiences in our mental
exchange of ideas and a complete
overhauling of their world out
look by participation in the vari
ous councils. We know that a
thing as basically sound as our
Parley does not end with the close
of a particular period. We must
keep on thinking and acting in
telligently on problems in our
FREED PEOPLES
world. No great political issue has
been solved by our efforts, but HAS PROBLEM
students and faculty members
FOR GOOD PEACE
thinking and working together are
The council on Liberated and
now ready to present concrete pro
posals for a world organization Conquered Peoples has attempted
that will help ensure security for to solve these problems always
looking into the future, to assure
our "One World."
"Time" will have coverage of ourselves that our plan can actu
our Assembly for reporting to its ally be a part of the enduring
millions of readers and we are peace to which we are looking
very proud that student thinking forward.
is of concern to adults in this
In most of the liberated coun
adult world.
tries, where suffering has been
Now we must see the Parlia so acute, a program for immedi
ment through to the end by at ate relief must be obtained. The
tending the World Assembly. establishment of an international
Everybody come Saturday from Red Cross which would in turn
8:45 to 6:00, and participate in all be the foundation for the estab
or part of the day's discussions. lishment of a local organization
You'll be glad you came. Don't in each of the stricken countries,
would be a decisive factor in the
solving of these problems.
The question of treatment of
conquered peoples is indeed huge
and at present is "stumping the
experts." However, we feel that
through our experimental at
tempts to understand the situa
tion, the personal benefit is im
measurable, regardless of any
other benefit which we may or
may not gain.
The peace must be a "hard"
one. Hard in the sense that we
are firm but just. There must be
no doubt in the minds of the con
quered that another war could be
started.
Reeducation both politically and
socially, decentralization of indus
try, a foreign trade which will
give them a decent living stan
dard and above all a close check
upon political .activities, are. the
forget both morning and after main issues in question.
noon sessions, and then the big
"Pirate" dance Saturday night, in
the street in front of the SCA.
The day will be full, fast, and Council Discusses
fun. Don't miss any of it.

Commission for
Raising Living
Standards
We, on the Commission for
Raising Living Standards have
recognized the fact that our probdem is one of improving, rather
than setting, standards of living.
We are answering the question
of "how?" mainly through terms
of the economist: production, ex
change, distribution, and con
sumption. The assumption is that
increased production gives more
to the consumer—not only in the
United States but in the world.

We advocate reduction of trade
barriers. Free trade will make re
sources available for the so-called
"have-not" nations and facilitate
exchange. Income equality and
the Malthusian theory of popula
tion will find their places under
the headings of "distribution" and
"consumption." Other items—ed
ucation, health, employment, tax
es, moral progress, etc., are under
fire.
At the same time, we realize
that technical considerations are
of slight importance if we do not
acknowledge the fact that the
spirit with which we enter into
relations with others has an equal
ly definite bearing on the out
come. According to the econom
ists of our day, moral progress
in production, consumption, and
in our international agreements
is of the utmost value. This is
not merely the "idealism of

youth."

The problem arear concerned
with military power has indeed
the most difficult problems of all
to solve. Our problem is how to
Minority Problems
regulate the armed forces of the
"The most significant student
member nations but still have enterprise at Pacific in more than Necessary to Peace
them strong enough to take on five years" is not ended yet, and
Our aims are to make the col
all comers who threaten the you can be a part of it.
lege student more aware of the
peace.
minority problems as they exist
In keeping these forces strong,
These air forces would be com in the community of nations, and
we are introducing an innovation
posed of the latest planes of the of the need for the solving of
as far as police forces go. Instead
these problems if there is to be
of the traditional land army as air forces of the Big Five, in ef permanent peace.
fect
those
who
have
members
on
the main striking force, a power
To clarify specifically the is
ful air armada will be substituted. < the Combined Chiefs of Staff.
sues both racial and religious here
This group can range the skies,
To the pacifists a peace organi in our nation and to discover
striking at the source of trouble zation backed by force may not areas where we can take direct
before it can spread and engulf seem to be palatable, but in ef action to get results.
the world. This would give the fect, when the prestige of the
Finally to apply the same tac
land armies time to mobilize and Security Council is great enough, tics we would use in our own cil sees a solution to the minori
deliver the quietus, should the | the armed forces then will not be nation to the world scene.
ties situation internationally *n
air power not be sufficient.
needed—ro will atrophy.
Therefore the Minorities Coun the World Organization.
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Lsociafion. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that elfle Area. He also received the Air! Violin solo -Helene
Medal for over 500 hours of flyinc Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver,
)tiice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Aocept- a dance is in the air for Saturday
time as a waist gunner and flight,
Candloss
tce lor mailing at special rate ol postage provided lor m Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
inner aboard a Liberator
Flute—Wynne Honnal
—„UC. o, '017 c-j'hcrlzed October 24, 1924
hone vou don't get lost on the hrn"

Mc.

